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Applications of UV-vis absorption to organic chemists:pp p g

• Characterizing chromophores (absorbing functional groups)
• Tuning absorbance detectors in chromatography
• Observing molecules on fluorescent TLC plates



UV/Vis Spectrophotometers

Old style:

Movable grating.
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UV/Vis Spectrophotometers

New style:
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No mo ing parts!

photodiode array
(containing 100s-1000s of 

array elements)

• No moving parts!

• Each element of the array collects at a different wavelength.

On chip integrators sum intensity over a range of positions• On-chip integrators sum intensity over a range of positions.

• Extremely fast, so easy to use in chromatography detection.



UV/Vis Spectrophotometry Instruments

Benchtop vs. configurable

Can adapt fiber optic devices to 
lots of applications.

Beer’s Law and Concentration

A =   • c •   path length (cm)

measured 
absorbance;

molar absorptivity
(extinction coefficient)
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A = log(I0/I)
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“” is often reported at max, wavelength of maximum 
absorbance.



UV-vis Transitions

All possible excitations may be observed…

…but intensity (allowed/ 
disallowedness) dictateddisallowedness) dictated 
by symmetry, overlap.
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Vibrational Structure in UV-vis
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Bond excitations 
evaluated on tables.



Typical Absorption Maxima

max is increased by:

171 nm 217 nm 258 nmmax =
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Fluorescence from Excited States

E

Sometimes, molecule can 
absorb photon that excites 
electron above the 
HOMOHOMO.

Thermal relaxation may 
not dispose of all excess 
energy; some energy may 

doubly
excited statephoton

thermal
relaxation

be re-emitted as 
(fluorescent) light.
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Fluorimeter Configuration

90° measurement angle ensures that excitation light doesn’t reach 
(and overwhelm) photomultiplier.

Fluorescence Spectra

Fluorescent light must be lower in energy (and thus
longer in wavelength) than absorbed light.
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Fluorescent Molecules Permit Multicolor 
Imaging & Detection in BiologyImaging & Detection in Biology

Fluorescent moleculesFluorescent molecules 
image sensitively because  
the incident light wavelength 
can be blocked with an 
optical filter.
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NIH 3T3 cells;
mitochondria stained to fluoresce red,
cytoskeleton fluoresces greencytoskeleton fluoresces green,
nuclei fluoresce blue.

(Image: Invitrogen Probes catalog)
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